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Facing inner 
HIV stigma
while supporting others 
affected by HIV.

A social-first approach to reduce 
HIV stigma among communities 
affected by HIV.



You are HIV+.

The year is 2002.
Upon receiving the results of my 
anonymous HIV test, I was told:

You have 6 months to 
live. We are unable to help 
you...I’m sorry. Good bye...



I was buried alive.

With just a few words 
of a drunken 
physician



That ‘diagnosis’ 
broke me for years



It took 17 years to return 
to a ‘semi-normal state’ 
as I am now
10 years of emotional isolation
years of workaholism
internalized HIV-related stigma
undiagnosed Adjustment Disorder (AjD)



On a brighter side…

I was extremely lucky 
to have full support

family members

a few close friends, 
that I opened up to.



My archangel



Me: but, I am HIV+...
Adam: So what?



The bigger problem is:
17 years later - in 2019, 
the situation hasn’t 
improved that much.
The up to date knowledge/awareness related 
to HIV/AIDS treatment was scarce at that time. 



People still think that 
‘the problem of HIV’ 
doesn’t concern them.



People still think that 
You can get HIV
through a kiss...



As a society
We still lack basic 
up-to-date knowledge 
on HIV/AIDS and on medical 
achievements related to it.
Even medical specialists.



The result:
HIV stigma is still alive.
The number of new HIV
infections in Poland
keeps rising.



If it wasn’t for HIV stigma.
I could have returned 
to living a normal life 
within a year...



Despite befriending 
with my HIV status
I am still affected by 
internal HIV stigma.
Along with my anxiety disorders 
they still impact both my personal 
and professional life.



But it’s OK.
At least NOW I 
KNOW what is going 
on 
with me.Without proper knowledge the vast 
majority of people affected with HIV 
may never get to this point.



I don’t want to let anyone
to experience what I’ve 
been through when U=U 
works...



I am not a medical 
expert.
I am a designer.
A problem solver.I solve design problems related to effective 
communication and creating brands every day.



Thanks to Adam, my long term 
HIV- partner I can stand in front 
of you.

Giving my living 
testimony regarding 
the results of PARTNER 
studies. 



Together with Adam, 
my long term HIV- partner,

We are living proofs 
that U=U works.



The Face 
of AIDS
a photo by 
Therese Frare



“David Kirby was a great help 
to make understanding 
what AIDS was about.

Oliviero Toscani / Benetton ”



The goal was also to return the positive 
meaning of the expression ‘(HIV) POSITIVE’.

I wanted to show on our example 
That it’s possible to live a ‘normal’ 
fulfilling life as an undetectable 
HIV+ person.



The Road to 
U=U Poland.
A 3-year journey from an idea
to a nationwide coming out 
as a HIV+ gay male in Poland.



2 years spent on ‘growing into’ the 
idea of coming out as an HIV+ gay 
male nationwide in Poland.

Nearing the premiere I realized 
that I stepped on a path of no return.  

Mental preparation



10/18  Winning the title of Mr Bear Poland 2019

12/18  Coming out within my Bears community

02/19 Coming out to polish LGBTQ+ 
community

04/19 Coming out nationwide in Poland

Milestones (fail-safes)



That whole campaign would not happen 
without the support of many amazing 
people that I am extremely lucky 
to have in my life.

Team building



Partner
in crime



My archangel



The Hand (to Jacek)



‘Make it happen’ Guy



U=U Poland:
The launch.

POSITIVE reception.







POSITIVE reception.
From media and 
communities. 
TV+Press Appearances.



POSITIVE pieces.
POSITIVE Stories
POSITIVE Talks
POSITIVE Meetups





U=U Poland:
POSITIVE
Results.
Success stories of people 
getting out of internal stigma 
within 4 months.



Getting through the things 
that I’ve been to allowed me 
to find almost instant 
connection with people living 
with HIV.



U=U Poland:
The future.

4 months of combined 
efforts and media interest 



The PositHIVes:
Getting 
international
ready.



The PositHIVes vision.
A communication 
platform for HIV activists 
and physicians.



Time for excuses is 
over.
Let’s talk. 


